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Under rising atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations, the Arctic exhibits amplified
warming relative to the globe. This Arctic amplification is a defining feature of global
warming. However, the Arctic is also home to large internal variability, which can make the
detection of a forced climate response difficult. Here we use results from sevenmodel large
ensembles, which have different rates of Arctic warming and sea ice loss, to assess the
time of emergence of anthropogenically-forced Arctic amplification. We find that this time
of emergence occurs at the turn of the century in all models, ranging across the models by
a decade from 1994–2005. We also assess transient changes in this amplified signal
across the 21st century and beyond. Over the 21st century, the projections indicate that
the maximum Arctic warming will transition from fall to winter due to sea ice reductions that
extend further into the fall. Additionally, the magnitude of the annual amplification signal
declines over the 21st century associated in part with a weakening albedo feedback
strength. In a simulation that extends to the 23rd century, we find that as sea ice cover is
completely lost, there is little further reduction in the surface albedo and Arctic amplification
saturates at a level that is reduced from its 21st century value.
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INTRODUCTION

Surface-based Arctic amplification is a well-known phenomenon in which the Arctic surface
temperature warms more than the global average when the climate is subject to increased
atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations (or other similar external forcing). Climate models
consistently simulate surface-based Arctic amplification in climate change projections (e.g., Manabe
and Stouffer, 1980; Holland and Bitz, 2003) and it is also apparent in observations of the warming
climate (e.g., Serreze et al., 2009; Screen and Simmonds, 2010). However, there are large uncertainties
in projected Arctic warming across models primarily as a consequence of differences in model
structure (e.g., Cai et al., 2021).

Numerous factors contribute to the amplified warming in the Arctic, including both radiative and
non-radiative feedbacks (e.g., Goosse et al., 2018). These feedbacks are often a consequence of unique
conditions in the Arctic, such as the presence of snow and ice, the relatively cold temperatures, and
the prevalance of a stably stratified atmosphere. The feedbacks influencing Arctic amplification can
also be interrelated. For example, both the surface-albedo feedback and the positive Arctic lapse rate
feedback are strongly influenced by the loss of sea ice (e.g., Boeke et al., 2020; Feldl et al., 2020).
Evidence from coupled climate models suggests that feedbacks local to the Arctic are the dominant
drivers of amplification (e.g., Stuecker et al., 2018) although interactions with lower latitudes through
changing atmospheric and oceanic heat transport for example can play some role (e.g., Mahlstein and
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Knutti, 2011). There are considerable discrepancies across models
in the magnitude and relative importance of various feedbacks
which contributes to uncertainty in Arctic warming (e.g., Pithan
and Mauritsen, 2014; Bonan et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2020).

The amplified warming signature has a seasonal and spatial
dependence. Even early climate models exhibited that amplified
surface warming in the Arctic would primarily occur in fall and
winter with much smaller warming in summer months (Manabe
and Stouffer, 1980). This is due to a surface heat gain in summer
associated primarily with reduced albedos and increased solar
heating that warms the ocean and melts sea ice but has a small
effect on air temperatures. This heat is then released to the
atmosphere during fall and winter, causing a large
amplification at that time. More recent studies (e.g., Deser
et al., 2010; Dai et al., 2019) confirm that the seasonality of
Arctic warming is associated with sea ice loss and seasonal
variations in the oceanic storage and release of energy. Further
work (Boeke and Taylor, 2018) suggests that the efficiency with
which this localized seasonal heat exchange is dispersed across the
Arctic are important for explaining inter-model spread in Arctic
warming.

Much of this past work has considered Arctic warming and/or
amplification at a certain point in time or for a certain increase in
CO2 concentrations. Here we focus on the transient nature of
surface-based Arctic amplification in 20th-21st century climate
projections. We address several questions: 1.) When does Arctic
amplification emerge from the background noise of the climate
system? 2.) How does the Arctic amplification evolve over the
21st century? 3.) How is this evolution related to sea ice
conditions? and 4.) How robust are these properties across
climate models? We address these questions using the multi-
model large ensemble (Deser et al., 2020) which includes seven
climate models that have performed a large ensemble of
simulations subject to historical and future forcing. The use of
large ensemble simulations allows us to address questions of
emergence of the anthropogenic signal.

DATA AND METHODS

We use models from the multi-model large ensemble (MMLE;
Deser et al., 2020) to assess the time of emergence and transient
nature of Arctic amplification. The MMLE includes data from

seven single model initial-condition large ensembles (SMILEs)
(Table 1). Differences in the ensemble members within a SMILE
arise from internal variability as simulated by a particular model.
Differences across the SMILEs provide a measure of model
structural uncertainty. Thus, we are able to assess the
influence of both factors, albeit with relatively few models.

The SMILE simulations are run using CMIP5 historical
forcing to 2005 and the RCP8.5 forcing scenario from
2006–2100 (Meinshausen et al., 2011). The minimum number
of simulations from an individual model is 16 and the latest start
year for the integrations is 1950. Because of this, we assess
conditions over the 1950–2100 period for all of the SMILEs to
enable intercomparison. Previous work has assessed the
uncertainty in projected sea ice (Bonan et al., 2021) and the
emergence of some metrics of Arctic climate conditions
(Landrum and Holland, 2020) within these simulations. As
noted by Bonan et al. (2021), these simulations are generally
representative of the CMIP5 inter-model spread in Arctic sea ice
and have considerably different representations of Arctic climate
conditions. To further assess transient changes in amplification,
we also analyze a single CESM1-CAM5 simulation that has been
extended to 2300 (Meehl et al., 2013). This simulation is forced
with an extension to the RCP8.5 scenario in which the CO2 level
stabilizes in the mid-2200s. It reaches year-round ice-free
conditions in the Arctic in the later part of the 22nd century.

As a metric of Arctic amplification, for each ensemble
member, we define an amplification factor as the ratio of the
running decadal mean 70–90N surface air temperature change
relative to the running decadal mean global surface air
temperature change. The change is computed relative to the
1950–1969 mean for each ensemble member within a SMILE
(i.e., for a particular model) and for the CESM1-CAM5 extension
simulation. We choose a 20-years base period here to reduce the
effects of any potential decadal memory that is present for the
simulations that are initialized in 1950 with a small initial
perturbation error. 10-year running mean changes are used to
allow us to assess how Arctic amplification evolves over time
given the rapid decadal scale changes present in the Arctic.

To determine an Arctic amplification Time of Emergence
(ToE), we quantify the time at which the decadal Arctic
warming is larger than that of the global warming. In
particular, for each SMILE model, we assess the year at which
the decadal average centered on that year of the 70–90N surface

TABLE 1 | Information on the SMILE simulations used in this study and their Arctic amplification. Properties are shown for annual ensemble mean values. Values in
parenthesis indicate the standard deviation across ensemble members.

Model Number of
members

ToE 70–90N Warming
at ToE
(oC)

Amplification factor
at ToE

21st century
amplification factor

change

References

CanESM2 50 1997 1.3 (0.3) 2.4 (0.4) −0.1 Kirchmeier-Young et al. (2017)
CESM1-CAM5 40 1994 1.0 (0.3) 3.3 (0.7) −0.5 Kay et al. (2015)
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 30 2005 1.3 (0.3) 2.7 (0.4) −0.7 Jeffrey et al. (2013)
GFDL-CM3 20 1999 1.7 (0.5) 3.5 (0.9) −0.7 Sun et al. (2018)
GFDL-ESM2M 30 2004 1.7 (0.4) 2.6 (0.5) −0.3 Rodgers et al. (2015)
MPI-ESM 100 2002 1.6 (0.3) 2.8 (0.5) −0.3 Maher et al. (2019)
EC-EARTH 16 1998 1.5 (0.4) 3.0 (0.5) −0.3 Hazeleger et al. (2010)
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air temperature change in all individual ensemble members is
larger than the maximum ensemble member global mean decadal
temperature change. This metric provides an estimate of when
the anthropogenic signal of amplified Arctic warming emerges
from the internal climate noise. By considering that the ensemble
envelope of Arctic warming is outside the envelope of global
change, it accounts for internal variability in both the Arctic and

global temperature change. Note that this metric is sensitive to the
choice of averaging length (which is chosen here to be decadal)
and the choice that the Arctic warming is outside the range of
global warming (instead of greater than a standard deviation
metric or greater than the warming of an individual ensemble
member for example). However, the choices made here are
reasonable given the rapid change underway in the Arctic, the

FIGURE 1 | The annual ensemble mean surface air temperature change for the 2050s relative to the reference period for different SMILEs including (A) CanESM2,
(B) CESM1-CAM5, (C) CSIRO-Mk-3-6-0, (D) GFDL-CM3, (E) GFDL-ESM2M, (F) MPI-ESM, and (G) EC-EARTH.
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internal variability in both Arctic and global warming, and
the fact that the real system only has a single climate
realization. It also provides a reasonable means to compare
across models.

We also compare the transient Arctic warming and
amplification signal to various metrics of sea ice. For this
analysis, we process the ice data following Landrum and
Holland (2020) to obtain time series of Northern Hemisphere
monthly ice area. The sea ice data was not available from the EC-
EARTH model and so that model is excluded from any analysis
involving sea ice.

We also assess the changing surface albedo feedback from the
individual ensemble members of the various models using the
radiative kernel method (e.g., Shell et al., 2008; Soden et al., 2008).
This quantifies the surface albedo feedback as:

λα � zR
zα

dα
dT

Where R is the net top of atmosphere (TOA) radiative flux, α is
the surface albedo, and T is the global mean surface air
temperature. We use a monthly and spatially resolved
radiative kernel that quantifies the sensitivity of the TOA flux
to surface albedo change (zRzα) from CESM1-CAM5 (Pendergrass
et al., 2018). While radiative kernels do differ somewhat

depending on the climate model from which they are
computed, Soden et al. (2008) found that the quantification
of feedbacks using the radiative kernel method is generally
robust to the particular kernel that is used and so we use only a
single kernel in our analysis. For each model that had
shortwave flux data available, this kernel is then
interpolated to the appropriate model grid and multiplied
by the monthly and spatially resolved decadal change in
surface albedo relative to the decadal global temperature
change. The surface albedo is computed from the monthly
averaged surface upward solar flux divided by the surface
downward surface flux. We then compute a decadal
timeseries of regional averages of the feedback values and
also assess the spatial structure of the feedback change from
maps of the feedback values. The solar flux data were not
available for the MPI-ESM and EC-EARTH models and so
those models are excluded from the albedo feedback analysis.

RESULTS

Conditions in 2050
To illustrate the general properties of Arctic temperature change,
Arctic amplification and the differences across the models, we
assess ensemble mean changes for 2050–2059 relative to the
1950–1969 base period. The decadal ensemble mean surface
air temperature change at 2050 relative to 1950 is shown in
Figure 1. All the models exhibit amplified warming in the Arctic.
However, the magnitude of warming, both globally and
regionally, and the location of maximum warming differ
across the models. In some models (GFDL-CM3, CESM1-
CAM5), the maximum warming is centered over the Arctic
Ocean; whereas in others (CanESM2, GFDL-ESM2M, MPI-
ESM, EC-EARTH) the maximum warming occurs in the
Barents Sea. The maximum zonal mean temperature change
(Figure 2A) also differs considerably across the models with a
maximum high latitude warming of just over 4°C in GFDL-
ESM2M and CSIRO-Mk3-6–0 and over 12°C in GFDL-CM3.
Models with larger Arctic warming typically also have a larger
amplification factor (Figure 2B) although there are some
discrepancies which are related to the differences in global
warming across the models. Across the models, the maximum
zonal mean Arctic warming ranges from about 2 to 4 times the
global average warming at 2050.

The 2050 temperature change and temperature amplification
have a distinct seasonal structure (Figure 3). All models exhibit
reduced Arctic amplification during the summer months from
June through August, which occurs as the surface ocean gains
heat and there is limited coupling with the atmosphere. Indeed,
for these months, several models simulate less warming in the
Arctic than for the globe as a whole and so have an amplification
factor less than one during these months (Figure 3H). Amplified
Arctic warming is generally most apparent during the fall months
as heat gained by the surface during summer is fluxed back to the
atmosphere. The maximum amplification factor in 2050 typically
occurs in November although this timing does vary somewhat
across the models. The warming extends into the winter and an

FIGURE 2 | (A) The zonal mean change in surface air temperature for the
2050s relative to the reference period and (B) The amplification factor of that
warming, defined as the zonal temperature change relative to the global mean
change. The diamonds shown to the left indicate the ensemble mean
70–90N values for each model with the whiskers indicating one standard
deviation.
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amplified Arctic warming (amplification factor greater than one)
occurs for all but the summer (JJA) months in all models. These
properties of the seasonality of the surface-based amplified
warming agree with results from previous modeling studies
(e.g., Manabe and Stouffer, 1980; Holland and Bitz, 2003;
Deser et al., 2010; Dai et al., 2019) and are consistent with
observed Arctic amplification (e.g., Serreze et al., 2009).

Emergence of Surface Amplified Arctic
Warming
Many of these features of Arctic amplification have been
documented in previous work. Large internal climate
variability has also been noted for the Arctic. Because of
this, the signal-to-noise ratio of surface air temperature
change is small in the Arctic relative to other parts of the

FIGURE 3 | The zonal monthly ensemble mean amplification factor at 2050 as a function of month and latitude for the different models including (A) CanESM2, (B)
CESM1-CAM5, (C)CSIRO-Mk-3-6-0, (D)GFDL-CM3, (E)GFDL-ESM2M, (F)MPI-ESM, and (G) EC-EARTH and (final panel) the 70–90N Amplification factor at 2050 as
a function of month. The lined contour interval is one. The dotted line on the final panel shows a value of one for reference.
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globe that have a modest change in temperature but also
modest internal variability noise (e.g., Hawkins et al., 2020).
Previous work indicates that an Arctic surface air temperature
signal emerges from the noise in the first half of the 21st
century, although it differs by season and by the metric used
for emergence (Hawkins and Sutton, 2012). However, there is
limited information on when the signal of amplified Arctic

warming emerges from the background climate noise. Here we
build on this previous work by assessing the emergence of
Arctic amplification.

Figure 4 shows the timeseries of running decadal annual mean
surface air temperature change for the 70–90N region and the
globe. Based on our definition, the time of emergence of Arctic
amplification occurs when the range of Arctic warming across the

FIGURE 4 | Timeseries of decadal running mean surface air temperature change relative to the reference period for the 70–90N average in black and the globe
average in red for the different models including (A)CanESM2, (B)CESM1-CAM5, (C)CSIRO-Mk-3-6-0, (D)GFDL-CM3, (E)GFDL-ESM2M, (F)MPI-ESM, and (G) EC-
EARTH. The ToE of an amplified Arctic warming signal is indicated by the vertical line.
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ensemble members is outside the envelope of the global mean
warming. This timing differs across the models by approximately
a decade, with the earliest emergence in 1994 in CESM1-CAM5
and the latest in 2005 in CSIRO-Mk3-6–0. The timing for the
annual mean emergence is similar to that of a fall amplification
emergence (not shown) because the annual mean warming

is dominated by warming in the fall. At the ToE, the
magnitude of the ensemble mean Arctic warming ranges
from 1.0 to 1.7°C across the models and the 70–90N
amplification factor varies from 2.4 to 3.5 (Table 1). From
GISTEMP observations (GISTEMP Team, 2021), the observed
70–90N amplification factor for the 2000–2009 decadal

FIGURE 5 | The histogram of the annual mean Arctic amplification factor at the ToE across the different ensemble members for each SMILE including (A)
CanESM2, (B) CESM1-CAM5, (C) CSIRO-Mk-3-6-0, (D) GFDL-CM3, (E) GFDL-ESM2M, (F)MPI-ESM, and (G) EC-EARTH. A value of one (no amplification) is shown
for reference in the black dotted line. The average amplification factor at the ToE is shown in the red dotted line.
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average relative to the 1950–1969 base period is about 2.2 and
it increases to 2.9 for the 2010–2019 average period, indicating
large decadal variability in this property from the observations.
The simulated values at ToE are generally consistent with
the observations given the internal variability uncertainty.
The GFDL based models, GFDL-CM3 and GFDL-ESM2M,

are an interesting case study given that they are from the
same model lineage and are quite close within the climate
model “family tree” (Knutti et al., 2013), but differ
considerably in their ToE amplification factor with a value
of 3.5 in GFDL-CM3 and 2.6 in GFDL-ESM2M. These
models also differ in their equilibrium climate sensitivity

FIGURE 6 | The 1980–2100 timeseries of the Arctic amplification factor for different SMILES computed from annual mean temperature including for (A) CanESM2,
(B)CESM1-CAM5, (C)CSIRO-Mk-3-6-0, (D)GFDL-CM3, (E)GFDL-ESM2M, (F)MPI-ESM, and (G) EC-EARTH. The black line shows the ensemble mean amplification
factor and the grey shading shows the standard deviation across the ensemble members. The dashed vertical line is the time of emergence. Note that the y-axis values
are different across the different panels to better illustrate the changes within amodel over time but all panels have the same y-axis range of 1.5. Panel (H) shows the
average 2090s Amplification Factor as a function of the annual sea ice area loss across the models (except for EC-EARTH for which no sea ice data was available).
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which is likely due to different atmospheric moist physics
(Winton et al., 2013). Our results suggest that these (and
possibly other) aspects of model uncertainty between GFDL-
CM3 and GFDL-ESM2M also influence the magnitude of
Arctic amplification.

Notably, even at the time of emergence, there is a large
variation in the amplification factor across ensemble
members that is often larger than the across-model spread
in the ensemble mean amplification (Table 1). This indicates
large uncertainty in this metric due to internal climate

FIGURE 7 | The ensemble mean annual mean amplification factor for the different SMILES over the 21st century as a function of year and latitude for (A)CanESM2,
(B) CESM1-CAM5, (C) CSIRO-Mk-3-6-0, (D) GFDL-CM3, (E) GFDL-ESM2M, (F)MPI-ESM, and (G) EC-EARTH. The lined contour interval is 0.5. Panel (H) shows the
21st century change in the latitude at which doubled amplification occurs relative to the change in the 70–90N amplification factor for the ensemble means from different
SMILES. The 21st century change is computed as the ensemble mean values in 2099 minus that in 2000.
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variability (Figure 5). The spread in amplification is
primarily related to across-member spread in the decadal
Arctic temperature change. This is consistent with previous
work which has indicated large internal-variability
uncertainty in decadal Arctic temperature variations
(Hodson et al., 2013). The spread in the amplification
factor across ensemble members within a SMILE at the
time of emergence is correlated to the Northern
Hemisphere annual mean sea ice area. Members with
higher Arctic warming and consequently higher
amplification typically exhibit lower sea ice. The
correlation between the ensemble member values of ToE

annual average ice area and their ToE amplification is
similar for the different models at about R � −0.5, except
in the two GFDL models where the relationship between ice
area and amplification is weaker at R � −0.2 (for GFDL-CM3)
and R � −0.3 (for GFDL-ESM2M).

Evolution of Arctic Amplification Over the
21st Century
Projected change in the amplification of annual mean Arctic
warming over the 21st century is shown in Figure 6. The
uncertainty associated with internal variability, as quantified by

FIGURE 8 | The 70–90N annual decadal mean surface albedo feedback in models that had shortwave terms available including for (A) CanESM2, (B) CESM1-
CAM5, (C) CSIRO-Mk-3-6-0, (D) GFDL-CM3, and (E) GFDL-ESM2M. The final panel (F) shows the change in the ensemble mean albedo feedback over the 21st
century computed as the ensemble mean values for the 2090–2099 average minus the 2000–2009 average to allow comparison across the models. For panels (A–E),
individual ensemble members are shown in grey and the ensemble mean in black.
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the spread across ensemble members, declines over the 21st century.
This arises because the change in temperature since the mid-20th
century for both the Arctic and the globe become large relative to the
internal variability uncertainty in that change. It is an indication that
as time progresses the ensemble members have a similar Arctic
temperature change relative to the global change. Note that this does
not necessarily represent a change in the internal variability of Arctic
or global temperatures over the 21st century. Indeed, the within-
model spread in the annual mean Arctic air temperature changes
little over time and in most models, the spread in global
temperatures also exhibits little change (not shown).

The annual ensemble mean amplification factor declines over
the 21st century in the models (Table 1). This is largely related to
a reduced amplification in the southern portion of the Arctic
domain as is evident by the time series of the zonal mean
amplification factor (Figure 7) when considering the values
near 70N. We expect that this is associated with the location
of sea ice loss which will contribute to a warming of the overlying

atmosphere and which transitions northward over time. In some
models, such as CanESM2 and EC-Earth, the change in 70N
temperatures is relatively small and compensated in part by an
increased warming amplification near the pole, leading to only a
small reduction in the 70–90N amplification. Other models such
as CESM1-CAM5 andGFDL-CM3, have a 21st century reduction
in the amplification across the entire Arctic domain.

Sea ice both responds to and affects Arctic surface warming. At
the end of the 21st century, models with larger annual mean
amplification (and typically larger Arctic warming) have larger
annual mean sea ice loss (Figure 6H). Interestingly, there is no
consistent relationship between the 21st century amplification
and historical ice conditions, including 1950s sea ice area and
volume (not shown). Within an individual model, the
amplification factor declines over the 21st century with
increasing ice loss. In response to global warming and as a
consequence of snow and ice loss, the Arctic surface albedo
declines over the 21st century. The magnitude of this decline

FIGURE 9 | Same as Figure 8 but for the 60–90N average.
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is influenced by the amount of ice and snow loss, the simulated
albedo of those surfaces which can differ considerably across
models (e.g., Holland and Landrum, 2015), and the interaction of
those changing albedos with the large annual cycle in solar
radiation. It is possible that with continued warming, the
albedo changes can saturate (for example, with complete sea
ice loss in a particular month), and since the global temperature
will continue to increase, the albedo feedback can weaken and
thus contribute to a declining amplification. To assess this, we
have computed the annual albedo feedback from decadal averages
over the 21st century relative to the 1950–1969 base period for the
models with available fields. Figure 8 shows the timeseries of
feedback strength for the 70–90N region. For this region, three of
the five models (CESM1-CAM5, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, GFDL-

ESM2M) show a declining feedback strength, CanESM2 has
little change, and GFDL-CM3 shows an increase in strength.
However, if we assess conditions for 60–90N (Figure 9), we find
that all models have a declining feedback strength, except for
CanESM2, which has little change. On the global scale, all models
simulate a weakened albedo feedback by the end of the 21st
century (not shown).

To better understand these disparate results, we assess the
regional structure of the changing albedo feedback (Figure 10).
This indicates that, in all models, there are ocean regions of
reduced feedback strength, suggesting an albedo saturation.
These are likely associated with regional sea ice loss that has
largely maxed out in these areas for the sunlit time of year. In
most models (except CSIRO-Mk3-6-0), there are also sizable

FIGURE 10 | The changes in the ensemble mean surface albedo feedback for the 2090–2099 decadal average minus the 2000–2009 decadal average for the
different models including (A) CanESM2, (B) CESM-CAM5, (C) CSIRO-Mk-3-6-0, (D) GFDL-CM3, and (E) GFDL-ESM2M. Values are shown in W m−2 K−1.
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ocean regions of increasing feedback strength often in the central
Arctic where ice is still being lost during the spring and summer
months. Interestingly, reductions in the Arctic ocean feedback
strength in CSIRO-MK3-6-0 happen despite low sea ice loss
(shown and discussed below in reference to Figure 11),
suggesting a possible role for the snow on sea ice. Changing
terrestrial snow also appears to be important in some models,
leading to a weakened feedback indicative of an albedo saturation
effect over land. This is most notable in GFDL-CM3 where the
weakened feedback in high latitude terrestrial regions
compensates for the strengthened feedback over the Arctic
ocean and explains the discrepancy for the 60–90N versus
70–90N average feedback strength change in that model.
Overall, the reduced high latitude feedback strength in most of
the models will tend to reduce Arctic amplification but there is
obviously considerable complexity in the interplay of regional

changes in the ice and snow and the solar insolation annual cycle.
Note that our results appear in conflict with Schneider et al.
(2018) who found an increase in the global surface albedo
feedback in the 21st century. However, there are differences in
our analysis that we expect are responsible. Most notable are the
use of large ensembles in this study and an analysis that computes
decadal changes relative to the same base period of 1950–1969. In
contrast, Schneider et al. (2018) computed the albedo feedback
using temperature and albedo changes over 23 years periods at
the beginning and end of the 21st century (rather than decadal
mean changes from the 1950–1969 base period), used single
simulations from multiple models, and focused on global rather
than Arctic surface albedo feedbacks.

With further and finally complete ice and snow loss in the
sunlit season, we would expect that further reductions in the
surface albedo would be negligible and that the albedo feedback

FIGURE 11 | The 20-years running trend of Northern Hemisphere ensemble mean sea ice area for the different models as a function of month and year for (A)
CanESM2, (B)CESM1-CAM5, (C) CSIRO-Mk-3-6-0, (D)GFDL-CM3, (E)GFDL-ESM2M, and (F)MPI-ESM. The lined contour interval is 0.05 million km2 per year. Note
that as in Figure 12, the y-axis runs from September on bottom through August on top. Sea ice data was not available for EC-Earth and so that model is not shown.
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would saturate across the northern high latitudes. This state is not
yet reached in the SMILE climate simulations considered here.
However, CESM-CAM5 runs extended to 2300 simulate
complete Arctic ice loss (Meehl et al., 2013), and show that
further Arctic albedo changes are minimal after about 2150
(Figure 12B), the albedo feedback weakens after 2150
(Figure 12C), and Arctic amplification declines from
2000–2300 (Figure 12A). Interestingly, this decline is not
linear and the albedo feedback actually strengthens in the
early part of the 22nd century (Figure 12C). There are
indications that this is associated with the evolving seasonality
of sea ice loss (Figure 12D). In these simulations, sea ice in July-
September shows large declines in the 21st century and reaches an
area less than one million km2 by 2100. However, an acceleration
of May and June ice loss occurs around 2100 (Figure 12D).
Because May and June are a time of high solar insolation, there is
a consequent acceleration in the annual albedo reduction
(Figure 12B). This contributes to a brief reversal in the
declining albedo feedback and Arctic amplification. Thus, to
understand the evolving amplification of Arctic warming, we
must consider variations in the rate of ice and snow loss over both
time and season. Notably, the strengths of other Arctic feedbacks
are also likely to change in the warming climate and affect the
transient amplification signal across the models. For example, the
lapse rate feedback is also tightly tied to sea ice loss (e.g., Boeke
et al., 2020; Feldl et al., 2020) suggesting that its strength will also
be impacted by the changing rate of seasonal ice loss.

Consistent with changes in seasonality of ice loss, the
seasonality of Arctic warming also changes over the 21st
century (Figure 13). Most models simulate that the maximum
warming trends are initially largest in fall (October-November)
but shift to winter (or even spring in the case of GFDL-CM3) over
the 21st century. As noted, the changing seasonality of warming
and how it differs across the models is related to their simulated
ice loss rates (Figure 11). In the late 20th-early 21st centuries, the
highest ice loss rates are in September and the surface heat gained
over the melt season is then fluxed to the atmosphere resulting in
maximum warming rates a month or so later. However, as ice-
free conditions are reached in September, the maximum sea ice
loss rates shift to later in the fall and winter. This indicates a
longer melt season, a shift in when the surface loses its
accumulated summer heat, and a later freeze up. In models
with lower ice loss rates, such as CSIRO-Mk3.6 and GFDL-
ESM2M, there is only a minimal seasonal shift in atmospheric
warming in the 21st century.

CONCLUSION

Arctic amplification is a hallmark of the climate response to
changing external forcing. It arises from multiple positive
feedbacks that are related to the unique climate conditions of
the Arctic (e.g., Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014). Among the most
important of these are the surface albedo feedback, associated

FIGURE 12 | Results from CESM-CAM5 runs that are extended to 2300 using the RCP8.5 scenario including, (A) the annual mean Arctic amplification factor, (B)
the annual mean 70–90N effective albedo, (C) the 70–90N surface albedo feedback, and (D) the running decadal trend in monthly sea ice area. Values in panel (a), (b),
and (c) use 10-years running means. The annual mean effective albedo is computed as the annual surface upward solar radiation divided by the annual mean surface
downward radiation and represents the fraction of solar radiation reflected from the surface on an annual basis. In panel (d), black regions indicate when the ice area
is lower than one million km2 and trends are shown in units of million km2 per year.
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with the loss of high-albedo surfaces, and the positive lapse
rate feedback, associated with variations in the vertical
structure of temperature changes (e.g., Goosse et al., 2018).
Both these feedbacks are strongly related to sea ice loss (e.g.,
Boeke et al., 2020; Feldl et al., 2020) and are both driven by
and reinforce surface-based amplified warming in the Arctic.
Notably, the positive Arctic feedbacks also lead to large
internal variability in the region. Because these feedbacks

are dependent on the climate state within the Arctic, it
follows that their strength may vary with conditions such
as the sea ice area and albedo.

Here we have considered the emergence and transient
nature of amplified warming in the Arctic. We have used
simulations from the multi-model large ensemble (Deser
et al., 2020) which includes seven climate models that have
performed initial-condition large ensembles that include the

FIGURE13 | The running 20-years trend in the 70–90N ensemblemean surface air temperature as a function of month over the 21st century in the different SMILES
including (A) CanESM2, (B) CESM1-CAM5, (C) CSIRO-Mk-3-6-0, (D) GFDL-CM3, (E) GFDL-ESM2M, (F) MPI-ESM, and (G) EC-EARTH. The lined contour interval is
0.05°C per year. Note that the y-axis runs from September on bottom through August on top to better highlight the changing seasonality of warming in the models.
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period from 1950–2100. The availability of large ensembles
allows us to diagnose when amplified Arctic warming in
response to rising greenhouse gases emerges from the
internal variability of the climate system. Assessing this
across multiple models provides information on the
influence of model structural uncertainty on the
characteristics of Arctic amplification.

We find that amplified Arctic warming emerges between
1994 and 2005 across all of the large ensembles and so the
detection and timing of an anthropogenic signal in the
amplified Arctic warming differs by about a decade across
the models. The emergence of other characteristics of Arctic
climate from these simulations is discussed in Landrum and
Holland (2020). While an anthropogenically-driven Arctic
amplification emerges near the transition of the 20th-21st
centuries, the magnitude of that amplification remains quite
uncertain at that time due to the influence of internal
variability. It also varies considerably across the models,
with the ensemble mean amplification factor ranging from
2.4 in CanESM2 to 3.5 in GFDL-CM3.

Over the course of the 21st century, the uncertainty in
amplification magnitude that is associated with internal
variability declines. However, the range in the amplification
factor across the models remains similar, varying in 2,100 from
a factor of 2.0 in CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 to 3.0 in EC-EARTH. This
indicates that structural model uncertainty in the amplification
magnitude remains high. In all models, the amplification
factor declines over the 21st century, although in some
(CanESM2 and EC-EARTH), the change is small. Analysis
suggests that the 21st century reduction in Arctic amplification
is associated in part with a declining surface albedo feedback
strength. This is consistent with a possible “albedo saturation”
effect in which the globe keeps warming as greenhouse gas
concentrations rise, but ongoing reductions in surface albedo
become limited due to complete sea ice or terrestrial snow loss
during the sunlit season. However, in considering spatial maps
of the 21st century albedo feedback change, we find that while
this mechanism appears present in some high latitude
locations in all the models with available data in the 21st
centuries, other regions simulate a strengthening feedback as
further ice (and snow) loss occur. Thus, for the 21st century,
there are considerable complexities in the changing Arctic
surface albedo feedback that are associated with spatial
variations in the sea ice and terrestrial snow loss and the
seasonality of that loss.

To assess how these factors play out with continued warming, we
have also considered a CESM1-CAM5 simulation that has been
extended to 2300 using RCP8.5 extension forcing (Meehl et al.,
2013). This model reaches complete loss of the Arctic sea ice by
the end of the 22nd century.We find that with total Arctic sea ice loss,
the albedo reductions max out. This results in a saturation of the
albedo feedback and further reductions in the amplification factor in
the 22nd and 23rd centuries. However, reversals in the declining
amplification occur in the early 22nd centurywhen there is accelerated
ice loss inMay and June; a time of year with high solar insolation. This
results in a temporary increase in the albedo feedback strength and
Arctic amplification before complete ice loss occurs.

The characteristics of the transient nature of the amplification
factor highlight the importance of seasonality in ice loss and
albedo changes. Previous work (e.g., Manabe and Stouffer, 1980)
has shown that amplified Arctic warming is a seasonal
phenomenon and is highest in fall. We find that the
seasonality of this signal transitions in the 21st century. In
particular, the maximum rate of surface air temperature
change transitions from the fall months in the early 21st
century to winter or even spring by 2100. This transition and
how it varies across the models is related to the seasonal timing of
sea ice loss and the consequences that this has for the seasonality
of increased air-sea heat exchange.

Taken together, our results show that while Arctic
amplification is a defining characteristic of global
warming, its magnitude and seasonality are likely to
change with the changing climate. This has implications
for comparisons across models and suggests that
differences in models for a particular time period should
consider that the amplification signal within a model may not
be static over time. It also has implications for using
paleoclimate records to constrain the magnitude of
amplification in a future climate (e.g., Miller et al., 2010)
given that the strength of feedbacks and consequent
amplification are dependent on the particular features of a
given climate state.
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